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Vandals nearly destroy "Five
Arts" sculpture
The latest incident ts one out of four smce sculpture has
been on display
an forms: Drama, Music, Dance, Writing and the Visual
Arts.
However. reconstruction of the sculpture will have to
Teachers and students of the Interdisciplinary Arts be done without the assistance of Townsend, who died
Department are shocked and angry over the latest act of last year of a heart anack.
vandalism of the "Five Arts"
"We ·re very discouraged
about all of [the incidents) simsculpture. The sculpture.
which is on display on the II th
ply because this is an an school
where students should be interfloor of the Torco building,
ested in each other's work,"
was nearly destroyed last
said Jeff Abell, program develmonth after vandals destroyed
opment coordinator of the
three of the sculpture's heads.
The incident occurred
department.
sometime after 5:00 p.m. on
This is the fourth time the
Dec. 17 in which two heads on
sculpture has been vandalized
and each time, students who
the sculpture were ripped off
helped create the artwork
while another head was
pushed in. The two heads
returned to make the necessary
were later found by a jartitorial
repairs. Sandy Chapman, one
of the student creators, returned
employee in a waste can on a
earlier in the semester to fix a
lower level floor.
In the swnmer of 1997,
head that was removed and
five students, along with Rene
reattached a finger that was broTownsend, an award-winning
ken off. It took Chapman nearsculptor, created the sculpture
ly five hours to restore the
as pan of a Body Casting
sculpture to its original appearWorkshop held every summer
ance.
by the department Townsend,
''The sad thing is that people
who holds an MFA from the
come in all the time and say
Maryland Institute Rllehan
how much they enjoy it [the
School of Sculptor played an
sculpture]," said Suzanne
imponant role in the creation
Cohan-Lange, chairperson of
of the sculpture and was invitthe department.
ed by the Rinehart School to
Cohen-Lange is seriously
create a commemorative :.:............:...: .:.::.:~..-.:::..:..:.: :..:.::.: .. :.:::.:~.-~:::.:::::::::.~:............ : considering having the sculpsculptor celebrating the
ture taken down to prevent
schools' IOOth year anniversary.
future damage. She went on to say that the incident was
During the three-day workshop, students used wood "simply unbelievable" and that the vandals who damaged
and plaster gauze to create a life-sized permanent high- the sculpture were "fools".
relief mural based on everyday human movements.
There is no word on who caused the damage to the
The name of the sculpture represents each of the five sculpture or when repair work will take place.
By James Boozer
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Snow Bound
The weather was the number one news story in the Midwest this week, as Chicago was on the
receiving end of 20+ inches of snow. The owner of this car, buried on Plymouth Ct., probably decided to use public transit, which proved just as ineffective against the elements.

Starling in the fa ll of 2000, Columbia students will be able to call
the space above Little Louie's home.

Columbia to open
new dorm in hostel
By Steve Stanis
1 Staff Writer
I

Columbia currently houses around 350 students in the 731 S.
Plymouth Ct. residence center. That number will increase by 250 in the
fall of 2000 when Columbia begins to rent three floors in a new youth
hostel at 24 E. Congress Pkwy.
The hostel is being opened by Hosteling International American
Youth Hostels.
" It's a bit of a reversal," said Carolyn Stanek. the executive director
of American Youth Hostel Metropolitan Chicago. "For the past five summers we have rented the 73 1 S. Plymouth residence center from
Columbia College to use as a summer hostel and now Columbia will be
using our building during the school year."
,
Columbia will be paying about $500,000 to rent the three floors.
~ There will be 250 beds for the hostel itself and during the summer the
' other 250 beds occupied by Columbia students will be used by the hostel as well.
i
These beds will be occupied mainly by overseas travelers between the
, ages of 18 and 30.
l
The floors will be owned by the hostel, but student life will still be
! monitored by Columbia. " It will be very similar to the dorm life now.
with RA's and a similar setup," said Stanek. The rooms will be predominately single rooms with two to four students sharing a living space.
This living space will include a lounge area, bathroom. and a small kitchenette.
''We share many of the same needs as Columbia College studentscheap food and basic groceries that are available all of the time. We will
be leasing retail space on the first floor that would serve the student population. Although nothing is fii111 yet. it will be something that will fulfill the needs of students," said Stanek.
The hostel will also be the home to a Universal Student Center. This
wil l be available not only to students housed in the hostel but, to all students in Chicago and the surrounding areas. "It is not specific to one college," said Stanek.
The student center will offer study rooms. lounges. vending
machines. and Internet access. 'There's nothing really like this anywhere
else. Along with the general areas there will also be a big information
area with information about things to do in Chicago," said Stanek.
This information center will offer deals through the hostel along with
coupons and tour ideas along with general information about what's
going on throughout the city. "It's like a drop-in center. Students from
all over can just drop in and see what is happening around Chicago and
then go and do something." said Stanek.
Hostels are very popular throughout Europe. but are not nearly as
common in America. The 24 E. Congress hostel will be the second
largest hostel in America for Hosteling International. Hostels provide a
cheaper alternative to hotels for student-travelers and groups. The hostel
rooms will have two to ten beds per room. ··we have such a w1de mix of
people that stay with us-couples. families that want more pnvacy. and
groups like girl scout troops that want to keep everyone 111 the group
together," said Stanek.
The hostel is tentatively set to open its doors in June of' 2000. 'The
opening date all depends on construction. It should take 15 to IS months
to complete. We will defi •utcly be opened by August of'2000 to welcome
all of the wonderful Columbia students to L~e ir new home,'' sard Star1ck.
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Cheat Sheet
Breaking news and issues you should know about

Alumni News

"Newsbeat" to teach TV students
the finer points of live news
we' re responding to the needs of
the industry. I don 't think a whole
lot of schools offer that to their
students," he said.
For the firs t time ever
T he classes also learn the value
Columbia students can now watch
of deadlines and time restraints.
a live news broadcast on the
''Everything
that applies to a real
school's closed circuit television
newsroom applies to this show
syste m.
The
s how, called
and that 's the key,'' sai d Bianco.
··col umbia College Newsbeac·.
Student-producer Breault appreciairs li ve every Monday at 12:30
ates everything she has learned
p.m. The collaborative effort by
this past semester. " It 's fun
four classes from the journalism
because you' re real ly doing what
a nd television departments is
you're going to be doi ng when
intended to give students a dose of
you get a job.'' she said.
harsh real ity of what it is like to
Even though the "Newsbeat"
work in the real worl d.
program is brand new. the televi''I think it's a step in the right
sion and journali sm departments
direction for us. It's another
avenue by wh ich our stu- r - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -----, are continually look ing for
new outle ts for students to
dents can learn and pracshowcase their talent. Bianco
tice their craft." sa id "\ Vhen you're live [on telehinted that the long-te rm plan
Li llian Williams. direcis to eventuall y c reate a
tor of the broadcast jour- vision), you can't stop. You have
nalism department and to keep it going. I think that helps
~~~i~:;~ev~~ b~~~~~~~Lsla¥~~
instructor for the s how's the whole thinking process."
departments have informally
reporting class.
presented
the
idea
to
"Newsbeat'' is a spin- Ch1is W est President
Duff and he apparoff from another studentColumbia
insiTuctor
ently responded enthusiastirun news production
called ''600 South." But L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ J cally to it. "T he problem is
money. That's up to the colit
features
more
Col umbia-oriented stories and their own packages early in thei r lege and how much energy and
profiles.
careers" said Wi ll iams. But this resou rces they want to put
Chris West's directing class, particular change has already towards it," commented Bianco.
Although "Newsbeat" has
Anne Servedio's editing class, caused some glitches for those
Lillian Willi ams · report ing class. who work on "Newsbeat" and some rough spots to s mooth out, it
is an innovative approach toward
Jim Disch 's producing class and "600 South."
"We're findi ng the reporters the way stude nts learn the busicamera instructor Vince Munyon
all work on both shows concur- just don' t have the skills to pick ness of news. Chris West. instrucrently every week, although the up a camera," said Frank Bianco, tor for the director's class, said
half-hour "600 South" shows airs television faculty coordinator for ''Newsbeat" has taught students
only three times a semester. But "News beat.'' "600 South·· and what li ve television is all about.
the li ve action of "Newsbeat'' ··col umbi a College Electroni c "When you're live. you can ' t
keeps everyone on their toes.
Newsletter.'' Student reporte rs are stop. You have to keep it going. 1
" It kee ps you busy every si ngle required to only fulfill two techni- thi nk that helps the whole. th inkweek because you have so much cal prerequi si te courses before mg process ... said West. And for
to do. It's so different than having proceeding to the pract ic um. now. "Newsbeat" wil l conti nue to
five weeks to produce just o ne Bianco says it is crucial for go on li ve every Monday aftershow because you have only one reporters to learn to shoot in order noon for the rest of this school
week
to
produce."
said to stay ahead of the game. " I think year.
By Kelly M. Woyan

Staff Writer

"Newsbeat" producer Me li ssa
Breaul t. a senior broadcast jour·
nalism student. The tighter deadline is not the only new eleme nt
these classes have to deal with.
Now the re porters for "Newsbeat"
and "600 South•• must shoot each
other's packages, another first for
the television practicum course.
The combination of not having
enough shoote rs for each reporter
and the growing realization that
many new reporters need to be
shooters as well is what prompted
the experiment. " I think that some
students will go on to smaller
markets where it is incumbent
upon them to be able to shoot

Teachers and alumni of Columbia College continue to leave
their marks on the media world. Film director and Columbia
alu mnus Janusz Kamins ki has recent ly wrapped up fi lming "Lost
Souls." a psychologi cal thri ller starring Winona Ryder. Kaminski
won an award from the L.A. Film Critics for his cinematography
work on Steven Spielberg's summe r blockbuster "Saving Private
Ryan." ''Lost Souls" was made with help from seven Columbia
alumni. including assistant Dan C urran. director of photography,
Mauro Fiore. art department cordi nator CeCe deStephano. and
actor James Lancaster.

Faculty News
Historian and Colum bia Liberal
Arts professor Domi nick Pacyga will
present a slide talk about his new
book. ''Chicago's Southeast Side:· a
photographic hi story of the neighborhood. The presentation will be at
the ewberry Library. 60 W. Walton.
on Tuesday. Jan. 12 at6 p.m. Pacyga
co-authored the book with George
Washington High School hi story
teacher Rod Sellers. T he presentation is free and open to the public.
even students. For more information.
call (3 12) 255-3700.
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""'b_e_r 61 college ·smokers continues to nse·--1
By C hris tine Tatum
College Pre.u Exchange
The number of cigarette smokers on college campuses is rising. jump-:
ing 28 percent in four years and prompting researchers to wam thattobac-l
co-related illnesses could continue on the upswing.
l
A recent study. conducted by researchers at Harvard University. com-l
pared surveys of more than 14.000 students at 116 colleges nationwide inl
1993 and 1997. Last year. 28.5 percent of students reported smoking. up\
from 22.3 percent in 1993.
!
. The findings aren't much of a surprise given that smoking already had!
nsen among .teen-agers by 32 percent in the 1990s. Once those teens hit!
college. smokmg. rates naturally rose in academia. too. The study found!
that the vast maJOnty ot college smokers p1cked up the hab1t m high!
school: onl y II percent took their tirst drag after the age of 18.
• !
seems like everrone smokes ... said Caryn Rousseau. a junior at the:
Un~~e,rs1ty otM1ssoun who has tned smokmg but said she doesn't like 1t.j
.
Its a soc1al thmg that some people do all the time and a lot ol people:
IJUSl do when they drink."
:
. Healthcare. professionals say there's of~en a high price to pay for thatl
r ·md ol SOCial iZing. Smokmg IS the nations leadmg preventable cause 0~
death and disease. The govemment says it kills more than 400.000
Americans each year and causes a variety of health problems, including!

I :·It
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See Smoking, page 4

Chronicle starts new year with staff changes
With the new year comes new c hanges to The
Chronicle staff. Billy o· Keefe has been named New
Media Editor and wi ll oversee The Chronicle 's website. o·Keefe succeeds Mark Dascoli who will
become a consultant for the website. 0' Keefe will
also conti nue to serve as Viewpoi nts Editor.
Bruno VanderVelde has been promoted to the position of Campus Editor. VanderVelde. a former Copy
Editor, will oversee news coverage on campus and
will become a member of The Chronicle's editorial
board.
Rob Hart has been promoted to the position of
Photography Ed itor. Hart. who served as Assistant
Photography Editor earlier in the semester replaces
Vincent Johnson who will graduate from Columbia
th is month.
Danielle Narcisse has been promoted to the position o f Copy Chief and will oversee the final ed iting
of stories and the co py editing staff.
Chris LaPelusa has been named ed itor of 1l1e
Chronicle's newest section debuting next semester.
Life/Style. This section will focus on not on ly
Columb ia students. but the issue s they face.
James Boozer. Editor-in-Chief of The Chronicle
said that the changes to the staff structu re wil l
enhance the newspaper's commitment to its readers.
" I feel that w ith these changes. we can continue to
move this newspaper in the right direction." said
Boozer.
Design c hanges have also been made to certai n
sections of the newspaper and design work on The
Chronicle's website is expected to take place sometime thi s month .

!
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Smoking
Continued from page 3

Rob Hart/Chronicle
The recent snowstorm turned the front of the Wabash building into a glacier, but that didn't prevent
some brave students from biking it to school. Temperatures in the single digits wi ll prevent the slush
from melting away any time soon, and more s now has since added to the mess.

premature labor, lung and bladder cancer, heart disease and impotence.
"College kids don't think about that stuff," said Claire Weingarden,
a sophomore at Syracuse University who has tried smoking but avoided making it a habit. "We don't sleep. We don't exercise. We eat terrible food, and we drink like it's our job."
All the more reason to kick the habit or refrain from ever picking
it up, said Dr. Hal ina Brukner, director of the University of Chicago's
primary care group.
"Even the most intelligent, high-achieving students really don't
believe they are going to die," she said. " In a sense, they are smoking
because it makes a statement that they are immortal. It's a rebellion
and an adolescent defiance that even they know is bad for them.
"Students have heard the medical data." she continued. " But heart
disease is something so distant to them; it's something their grandparents get, not their friends ."
Further complicating the problem is that many students don 't consider themselves to be smokers if they take a drag only occasionally,
like at bars or during weekend parties, Brukner said. It's rationalizing
and delusional for students to think of themselves and their friends as
only "social smokers," she said.
"A smoker is a smoker," she said. "The health effects are accumulative, so it doesn't matter whether you smoke seven cigarettes over
the course of a week , or seven in one day. Doctors consider the number of packs you smoked over the number of years. It's the number of
cigarettes you consume over time that matters.
"Sure. (infrequent) smokers are at a lower risk of getting addicted,"
she continued. "But because this is an addictive substance and the
threshold for getting addicted is so low, we know their need to have it
starts increasing. They may feel they can handle it now, but studies
show that in general. once people start smoking, they need to smoke
more and more."
Jason Thomas. a sophomore smoker at the University of Iowa,
knows that fee ling. He first tried smoking when he was a junior in
high school. At first he managed to limit his smoking to weekends
only. but found that increasingly difficult once he reached the university.
''I'm hooked. and I admit it." he said. " I started because it was justsomethi ng to do. I guess I tho ught it looked cool or kind of sophisticated. To be honest. I can ' t say an exact reason."
That's the irony, Brukner said. Many students smoke because of
the cool image they think they ' re projecting. Yet they don't seem to
think about their bad breath. yellowed teeth. deep coughs or clothes
and hair that reek of smoke.
''I'd love to see billboards and ad campaigns that say. 'Gee, your
breath really stinks.' or ' Your clothes smell terrible, ... she said.
"Because that 's what smoking docs to a person whether they like it or
not. I have seen adults who are embarrassed to tell me that they've
smoked for years. and when they do. they almost always say, 'That
was so stupid. I wish I had never done it.'"
College Press Exchange, 1998

You're going to be something. That's your plan anyway- to go places and do things.
A minor In Marketing Communication can help you get there.
With a minor In Marketing Com~unlcatlon, you can:
'Use marketing, advertising and public relations to promote yourself and your talent.

• Apply your educaUon and experience in an industry that hires more writers, photograpers, film makers, producers,
editors, directors, producers, camera operators, sound technicians, artists, actors, voice-over talent, musicians,
studio technicians, graphic designers, dancers, choreographers, multimedia specialists and web page designers than any others.
No matter what your major, a minor In Marketing can help you succeed.
For more Information, please contact the Department of Marketing Communication,
624 S. Michigan, 8th floor. 312-344-7600
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Collect them all.
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Columbia's Choice

David Rubin Trustees'
Scholarship
The David R. Rubin Scholarship Program was established to
assist outstanding full-time students at Columbia College
defray tuition costs. Scholarship awards are based on
academic achievement and demonstration of financial need.
The total amount of the award is $2000.00 for one academic
year; $1000.00 awarded in Fall, 1999 and $1000.00 to be
awarded in Spring 2000.
Application Deadline: April 15, 1999

Application forms and details available through:
Office of Financial Aid, Room 303, or
Office of the Associate Provost for Student Affairs,
Room 300, Columbia College Chicago,
600 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL, 312-663-1600
Columbia College Ch1cago admitS students w1thout regard to age. color. creed. sex. re11g1on. hand1cap.
d1sab1hty. sexual onentauon. and nat1onal or ethnic ong1n.
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1998: One more time

(promise), with feeling

ell this is n't very timely. now
is it? After all. it's eleven days
into January. and here I am
writing about (gasp) 1998.
You need not worry. for I promise that
this is the very last in a series of thousands
of " Year in Review" stories in newspapers
and magazines around the world. Of
course, you may be wondering just why
we need another one in the first place.
As any cliche- loving Joe could tell you,
- - - - - - last year was full of his'11 Q'11,...fa tory and surprises. So
8I IKtJt many surprises, in fact,
that o ur president was
impeached AFTER a large handful of
year-end stories had already gone to print.
In the rush to be the first to tell the story of
1998, too many publications missed out
on the bi ggest chapter of the biggest story
of the year.
Thus, I am taking no chances. And I
promi se to keep my witty comments (as if
I have any) to a minimum.
And now...

W

Editorial Cartoon

Editorial
Suck it up and deal
with it: Winter is

J

here to stay
Once again Chicago is held hostage by the
force of nature called snow. A season that comes
around for o nly three months ou t of the year. but
duri ng that time wreaks havoc on all who dare
en ter the frozen tundra. Who would have thought
that crystal lized water droplets would tum everyday normal people into morons' To measure the
ex tent of the insanity. one needs only to walk
down the streets of Chicago and absorb the
chaos.
All it takes is a downfall of snow. Sure th is
one has measured as our second largest accumulation on record. 2 I .6 inches. but is that an
excuse fo r people to turn into territorial savages?
Parking spots in the city have turned into squattmg rights for commuters. and if one dares move
a chair or Jog that reserves that space. prepare for
the conseque nces. Yel ling. screaming. and even
death threats have been directed toward the
unlucky few who have parked in someone else's
spot. What in the name of Sir Edmund Hill ary is
go ing on here'
Whenever snow fall s in the Midwest. it is
easy to sec why the region has been named the
" Heartland ... because obviously the brains of its
inhabi tants arc not there. Snow accumulates
every year. but for so me insane reason people
forget how to drive and how to shovel walkways.
Has it come to the point that JeaOets must be
passed out every fall to warn of the dangers of
s now and how to
with it'
The Blizzard of dealPeople
wake
'99 not only brought up' Try to get it
through
your
thick
snow to the Windy
that taking a
City, but also served skulls
10 minute walk
as a reminder of the now turns into a 30
pure stupidity of minute trek . Get
used to the fact
people and how mil- that
the whi te stuff
lions of snowflakes falling on the
united can bring the ground will make
third largest city in driving a lot harder. And in case you
America to a halt.
forgot, like many
in this fair city,
brakes must be pumped to stop in thi s weather;
slamming on them just doesn' t cut it.
The Blizzard of '99 not only brought snow to
the Windy City, but also served as a remi nder of
the pure stupidity of people and how tri llions of
snowOakes united can bring the third largest city
in America to a halt.
Face it, winter is a bitch, but that doesn' t
mean that people need to take their fru strations
out on the rest o f the world. If you are going to
travel, get used to the fact that it will take longer
than you plan. A chair does not constitute a
"super car saver" on a public street. Winter is a
time to be enjoyed. Go sledding. Build a snowman. Put your s lippers on and relax with a cup of
Earl Grey and read your favorite book by the
fire. Winter is only what you make o f it. So do
the rest of us a favor and just take it all in stride.

Bortq ol' DeWS.

Letters to
the Editor
A College of Strangers
Dear Chronicle.
I liked the article [A College of
Strange rs J you printed about how students hang out o utside the 623 S.
Wabash Bldg. I think this article could
have been written closer to the beginning of the [school] year for freshman
and transfer students.
Most people that I know who do not
go to Columbi a recognize Columbia
for the Wabash campus. T hat area
gives the students somewhere to mingle with each other.
It was good to compare our campus
with local campuses like UIC . When
most people think about Columbia,
they focus on how strange, or should I
say creative. we are.
However. this article did not mention that there are other places that
remain almost empty, like the Hokin
Annex. I thin k that students choose to
hang outs ide the Wabash campus
because other people come by and also
because they can' t smoke in the Hokin
Cafe.
I think that Columbia should have
more appealing recreation areas. Some
people don' t feel comfortable in the
Annex . because it is the only soc ial
place that asks for s tudents to show
their identification. I don't think that ·s
fair, because students want to socialize
with friends from other campuses.
Dwayne E r vin
Senior
Print Journalism

All Columbia students are invited to
write a guest col umn for The Columbia
Chronicle. Columns should be no less than
600 words in length and must contai n your
full name and contact info. If you a re inte rested o r have any questions, call 312-344·
7343 and ask for Billy, o r send him e -mail at
MrBllly78 @aol.com.

Snow days, or lack of
Dear Editor.
When the recent record blizzard and
be low zero cold snap hit the
Chicagoland area. many schools and
businesses closed down while news

The lirst Day of the new year and
we get blessed by the begi nnings o f a
horrendous snowstorm. A hlizzard

- John G lenn went up into space. and a
Jot of cynics called it a publicity stunt.
They were right, but so what? That shuttle
was going up with o r without Glenn , and
if his addition made a whole lot of people
feel good about themselves and their
country. then where's the crime?
-The hell that came with the hurricane
season and the Florida fi res brought out
the best in a lot of people. The next time
one of your cynical friends (we all have at
least one. don 't we?) laments about how
all people are bad. tell him to burn his
house down, and see how many goodhearted people risk their livelihood to protect his. He just might be impressed at the
o utcome .
- For those of you who would like to
learn more about Bill Clinton (as if we
don' t know enough). go to your nearest
Blockbuster and rent "Wag the Dog''.
Robert DeNiro and Dustin Hoffman play
Clinton's right and left brain. respectively.
Of course thi s is not true. but the similari ties between the movie and real li fe are
intriguing if not valid.
- If people defined everything as tightly as we do impeachment. two plus two
would equal four. five. six and pi. Note to
newscasters: before you douse people
with theories and forecasts. it would be
helpful if you explained how impeachment actually works rather than simply
guess.
-I' m no Republican myself, but isn 't it
interesting that Henry Hyde and company
continue to spearhead the impeachment
process. even as they knowingly lose a
barrelful of public support and votes? Isn't
it at least a curiosity to watch politicians
go with their beliefs. however conceived,
rather than conform to the wishes of voters and popular opinion?
- And as a bad Seinfeld inpersonator
would say. what is the deal with those lobbyists' It sure is interesting that the normal ly outspoken folks at the National
Organization of Women (N.O .W.) haven't
mumbled so much as a word on President
C linton's behavior. Could it be that since
the Clinton Administration gives generous
funding to N.O .W.. that our pres ident.
despite being one of the most public of
ligures in the country. can get by despite
such behavior? Nah. I guess I'm just nuts.
- Even Conan o· Brien can't make a
good Viagra joke. so don't any of you go
and try. On a similar note. good jokes
about the weather were hard to come b y.
but El Nino changed that. Wait. no it didn't. The lesson here? Popular culture is
boring. We need more priest and rabbi
jokes. because those are always funny.
- Don't panic now. but the world market isn't as stable as we'd like to think it is

Letters continue
on page 7

Column continues
on page 7
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reports said not to go outside unless it
was an emergency. These warnings
should have been a red nag to
Columbia College. If they care at all
about the majority of their faculty and
students who commute via CTA ,
Metra. or automobi le. the decision
wou ld have been an easy one, to close
down until condi tio ns were safer.
Instead, classes went on as usual teachers angry that desks were empty
while students were stranded at airports across the country and train platforms around the city.
This storm also places attention on
another facet of Columbia life: class
cancellation. A new phone system
needs to be put into place which either
works as a recorded class message that
could be checked or a system which
calls out and alerts students of cancellations. I am writing
this letter after spending nearly two
hours commuting from the far western
suburbs to Columbia to find a sign
posted outside the classroom telling
me to tum around and spend another
two hours heading home .
Columbia. I wou ld like you to
refund me the $I 0 that I wasted. Just
think, I could have spent that on CTA
tokens (instead of the U- Pass). overpriced books or better yet. another
tuition increase.
I was warned in high school that I
would only be a social security number
in the eyes of the college. Now I feel
like I'm just a dollar sign.
Tom Garrity
Junior
Televison Major
Dear Editor.

Give us your faxes, e-mail, letters and morel
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VIEWPOINTS

One more time (promise), with feeling
Continued from page 6

( Pssst! And it has nothing to do with whether
Clinton is removed from office or not). And
before you assume that our country's future
doesn' t in some way depend on the bustling
economy of Russia. don't.
- Whatever ammo our troops unloaded in
Baghdad sure didn 't ki ll Saddam Hussein. but
it killed somebody. And if anyone thinks that
a bombing is going to teach a terrorist to tone
it down, write a letter to Timothy McVeigh.
- Mi crosoft head Bill Gates crashed his
computer while showing his new software.
Windows '98. to a bunch of media types. and
now he's in court trying to save his onceimmob ile company. Meanwhile, people are
buy ing Apple computers in record numbers.
because not only are they cool machines. they
now also come in a teal-blue case. with five
more colors on the way. It may be a dumb
reason to buy a computer. but those iM acs do
look cool. And they work. too.
- l might have watched Jack Kevorkian
assist a suicide on "60 M inu tes," but "The
World 's Funniest" was on Fox. So forget
about it!
- Hey, guess what ? We fo und out
this year that Thomas Jefferson had
an affa ... affai ... Hmm. I seem to be
dozing off, s ince this topic is so
incredibly si lly and boring. Why do
we even care, two hundred years later,
whether or not Thomas Je fferson had
an aff.. .
- Adding to Bill Gate's woes,
medi a mogul Ted Turner proudly proclaimed that the billionaire doesn't give
money to charity the way he does.
Actually, Gates probably does, and more
so . He just doesn 't make a production
about it and demand applause the way
Turner does. Ooh. and by the way,
Turner may be running for president. Yikes.
Check Superstation TBS fo r updates on this
story.

TV: Did )'OU See lt7
- We can all sit here and be offended up the
bleep by no-talents like Jerry Springer and
(gag) Jenny Jones. But all the pleading ministers in the world aren' t going to push them off
the air as long as people are watching. If
you're a mommy or a daddy and littl e Tommy
is throwing chairs, swearing and/or mooning
you, unplug the television and throw it out if
you have to. It's not a refrigerator, after all ;
people have li ved without telev ision before
and done j ust tine. (And yes. people have
lived without refrigeratio n too. but this practice is not recommended at all ).
- Ditto on tile news. Tired o f the Clinton
coverage and the sex scandal ? Tum it off and
go outside. It 's no trick. even in thi s weather.
- A nd in case anyone needs one more lesson about dear television's imperfections,
CNN handed it to us. The not-so-credible
news channel's biggest story o f the year,
regarding American troops' use o f Sarin gas
on American defectors during the Vietnam
War, was retracted completely.
-The difference between something that's
trendy and someth ing that's good? The tired
routine of "South Park" is already fall ing out
o f focus. while "The Simpsons" is still fu nny
as hell . When the "South Park '' movie comes
out later this year. will people still care?
Homer doesn't think so.
- Colin Quinn's stint on "Saturday Night
Li ve" makes orm MacDonald's lame shtick
seem even more lame. Quinn does what only
Dennis Miller could do, and he does it better
so mehow. In fact . the whole show is good this
year. And yes. I do go out on Saturday night
too: l have a VCR. I s wear. I' m not a nerd.

Letters

- Boo, Seinfeld. Boo.
- Conan 0 ' Brien : The best-kept secret on
television. for the fifth straight year. The runner-up? Space Ghost. And ditto on the VCR .

At the Movies
-On the whole. 1998 put forth a bucketful
of great films. So in all the madness, did you
forget to see anything ("M.A.F.I.A .. " for
instance)? Well . if you s kipped ''A pt Pupil''
or "54.'' give yourself a gold star. If you
missed "A merican History X." give yoursel f
a slap on the wrist. And if you passed up
" Bulworth," get yourself a car, go to the
video store and rent it ASA P. It's the funniest
movie no p ne saw last year.
- "Titanic" director James Cameron wrote
an article in The LIJs Angeles Times calling
for the "impeachment" of movie critic
Kenneth Turan. because Turan was openly
critical of his film . According to sources.
Cameron thought that was good idea.
- "Patch Adams" was torn to pieces by
critics everywhere, and the folks at the

nomination,
all within the
same week. The lesson here? Don' t listen to
either. Rather, li sten to me and see the fi lm fo r
yourself.
- It may not come out until thi s May, but
"Star Wars : Episode One" is still the best film
of 1998. And isn 't it wonderful j ust KNOWING that Anakin Skywal ker. C3 PO and the
gang are going to completely knock "Titanic"
off the top o f the all-time film charts?

Music, or whatever you make of it
- Big cheers to The Beat. the new I 03.5
FM. which is one of the few Chicago radio
stations in the last few years to make a change
(from Creed and A lice in Chains to Bobby
Womac and Isaac Hayes) for the better.
- On the other end of the dial, the new 92.7
(K!SS- FM), has made a novel attempt to be
Chicago 's first truly colorblind commercial
radio station si nee the good days of Y I 07. So
why is it sti ll the lamest. safest s tation in
Chicago? Tune in and find out.
- Swi ng music came back in a big way, to
the po int where even the kids on "9021 0"
were getting down to Brian Setzer. It may not
be the real thing, and many of today's swing
bands sound a whole lot alike, but who cares?
It 's fu n and upli fting, and it beats Creed.
- By the way. everything beats Creed.
- According to an international poll. l am
the only person in the world who th inks the
new Beastie Boys record. 1/el/o Nasty, is a
big step down from Pauls Bowique or even
License to Ill. The new record may have a
few more beeps and scratches here and there.
but the o ld stuff was much more fun.

continued from page 6

Sunday retail establi shments were closed due to inclement weather.
When Mo nday rolled around thousands of people flocked to radios
and televisions to learn of traflic problems and what the best way to
work would be if they decided to go to work. At the same time many
anxious school children. parents, and college students huddled around
radios and televisions to see if their school was closed. For those of
us at Colu mbia it would have been a better usc of our time to have
been bundling up at that time instead of spending it around the radio.
While every sing le Chicago Public School school was closed along
with cou ntless other private elementary schools, high schools and colleges. Columbia somehow remained open. Never mind the fact that
the temperature was below zero. not counting wind-chill. And the
roads were impassable. and there were many numerous delays on public transportation. Why was Columbia open through this horrid
ordeal ? Some say it was so "e don 't have to go an extra week into
January. To date that ts the best response l have ever heard. Columbi a
cares so much about it's students and facult y that they don't want us to
have to go into an extra long semester so naturally they risk our lives.
One nught not mmd the fact that school was not canceled if one lives
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Sports, sports, sports and more
sports
- If ballroom dancing is an Olympic event.
then wrestling is surely a sport. And as its
athletes are soaking in personality and fan
appreciation, it's the most popular of sports as
well .
- Hockey fell off the face of the earth in
1998, and for the most part (the Wolves were
a bright exception) that's not such a shame.
But one of the sport's finest moments also
went ignored: After the Detroit Red Wings
won their second Stan ley Cup in as many
years.
form er Red Wing
Vladimir
Konstantinov was invited to ci rcle the rink, in
a wheelchair. with the trophy. A year prior,
Konstantinov was paralyzed in a terrible car
accident ; doctors have si nce been marveled
with his recovery, and the trip around the rink
was an excellent culmination.
- How do you till Harry Carray's shoes?
You can 't, but Chip Carray and the Cubs did
a novel job of paying tribute and moving fo rward at the same time. The guest singing spot
in the seventh inning stretch (which had
everyone from Mike Ditka to Eddie Vedder
leading the crowd in some not-so-sparkling
renditions of "Take me out to the Ball game'')
was often more entertaining than the games
themselves - a feat whe n you consider the
season the Cubs had. And while grandson
Chip has a few goofy phrases up his sleeve
(say cheese?), he called the games with an
enthusiasm that one couldn 't possibly forge.
- Dan Quisenberry was a wacky ol' pitcher who helped the Kansas City Royals win the
World Series back in 1985. He was also a
very charitable guy with a big sense of humor
and a good heart. in addition to bei ng a writer
who championed literacy for children. When
he passed away, few sportswri ters even
noticed, because they were too busy writing
about Dennis Rodman.
- Doug Flutie is a great quarterback. a treat
to watch and a real class act too (He has his
own cereal , Flutie Flakes, of which all profits
go to charity). So watch out, because the Bills
will be back in the Super Bowl somed ay. And
yes, they will win it. At least l hope so. On a
si mi lar note, big cheers for John Elway, who
deserved to win the Super Bowl a long time
ago. And here's hoping that Dan Marino can
do the same. even if his Dolphins did just
knock the Bills out of contention. Talk about
your con flict of interest.
- Oh Karl Malone, wi ll you never shut up?
- Everyone else is talking about Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa. so need l?
Baseball and its fans had a much-deserved
lovefest this year. and any memories of the
strike have long been buried.
- Basketball. however...
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in the dorms, but in a school population numbering 7.000 and higher.
that number translates to less than 5 percent of the student popu lati on.
So why are we making all the commuters who either drive or ride public transportation risk their Jives trying to get to school on time? That
doesn't even count the students who happened to be out of town when
the storm hit and were stranded for how long ...
Columbia get your act together. If you truly care about your students, you w ill start giving us more respect. l myself don't exactly like
risking my life in a natural disaster for my education. Columbia was
my choice and I choose to get an education; however. Columbia
should treat its students with more respect. This isn't a prison. we
aren't forced to go there and if things don 't get better then Columbia's
gonna lose the students it has.
By the way. how many of the deans and board members made it
into work on the days of the blizzard?
Jon Wattson
Junio r, T h eater
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- Bored with the radio? More than any
other year. 1998 gave us a way out. thanks to
our nerdy friends in computer! and. Web radio
stations popped up everywhere all the time.
playing everything imaginable. and sounding
like nothing you've ever heard before.
- Congratulations to the Offspring. With
their new song. " Pretty Fly (for a White
Guy), .. the band has completed its four-year
transition from good punk band to lousy carnival s ideshow.
- Best show o f the year? Radiohead in
April. The light show was awesome in· itself.
and the band blew the roof off the Rosemont
Theatre.
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Dog Pondering's leader. Frank Orrall. slowly makes its way to the public. I
r Poi
----------------~

IS hack from h1s winter vacation in Hawaii
and he IS ready to get back into the local spotlight. To do th is. he will perform two solo
acoust1c shows at Lounge Ax (2438 N.
L10coln Ave.)
on Tuesday and
W e d n CSday .
Orrall wil l not
l11m t h11mclf.
lie " ex pected
to play old
songs.
new
>ongs and anytl11ng cl'e he
de"res
Po1
Dog
Pond c r1 n g · s
li ve
performances feature
up 10 a do7cn
mu>~CJa n s and
Orra ll is the
man 1n the 1111ddie of 11 all
Th1 s week he
w1ll be the on ly
vo,cc on the
Lounge Ax stage. but he should have no
problem handling that role. He is an outstand1ng performer that wi ll have the crowd
behmd him at all times. (To be honest. I don' t
thmk the whole band would fit on the Lounge
Ax stage' They certainly wouldn't fit if they
brought the House-0 -Matic dance troupe!)
Wnh the upcoming release of Poi Dog
Pondering's "Natural Thing," it is time for
Orrallto shake the sand out of his fingers and
toes. He has been relaxing on the beach for
1 the last few months while "Natural Thing"

.._

Originally planned for re lease 1n earl y
September of '98. "Natural Thi ng" is now
expected to hll the shelves in March.
The rest of the band has been keeping
busy around the
area wllh numcrOUS SldC prOJCClS.
VJolln JSl Susan
Vocll heads up
her band Creamy
Deluxe. gu itari st
Dag Juhlin has
played a number
of g1gs. and pcrcussJomst Leddy
Garc1a shows up
all over the CJly
111 a number of
bands.
llowcvcr. the
most
prol ific
side project has
been the Robert
Corneli us Seven.
headed by the
silky
vocal
styli ngs of Poi
Dog's back1ng vocali sts Cornelius and
Arlene Nelson. RC7 plays every Monday
night at Schubas Tavern on the North side.
Who knows. some of Frank's bandmatcs
may show up to support him or. perhaps. join
him onstagc. Regardless. these shows are
certain to warm up two cold January nights.
Lounge Ax's doors wi ll open at about
8:30p.m. on both nights and tickets will cost
$ 10. No advance tickets will be sold. so plan
to spend time in line.

_______________ _.J
SRD: South Loop eatery features
great food, great scenery

By :O.Ionique Smith
Staf!Wmer

Whcrc's the beef' Well. after eating an SRO
turkey burger I say. "Who carcs 0 "
SRO . which stand s fo r "Standing Room
Only... IS a local restaurant that pays tribute to die
hard spons fans. If you' re a hockey fan then you
can apprec1ate the crossed hockey sticks surrounded by photographs of memorable moments
1n vanous hockey games. There arc various jerseys on the wall. one being an autographed No. 9
Bobby Hull Jersey. a signed Michae l Jordan jersey and located just above a table with great view
of Printers Row. hangs an autographed Walter
Payton jersey.
Every wall 10 the place 1s adorned with so me
form of sports mcmorab1lla. One wall has a rccrcauon of the v1nes in Wrigley F1cld. Anothe r wall
"made from the end boards at Chicago Stadium.
Be 1l hockey. baseball. basketball or football.
SRO's got a wall for you.
If you arc a student 10 the dorms and you're
watth10g the game on tclcvJS Jon, but you're so
hungry your ~tomac h is sticki ng to your back,
don 't fret. S RO has tclcv"Jons strategically
plated at every po>,iblc angle 111 the rc\lau rant so
that nc1 one m"'c' the game while enjoy111g ~o rne

great food.
SRO is a place where students and executives
can come and grab a bite to cal. While I was there
I saw a mi xture of diners enter the restaurant.
There were students from all the neighboring colleges as wel l as executi ves from the loop.
" Doesn't matter who you arc or what you do. if
you like to eat and eat good food. then SRO is the
place, .. said Dino Bezancs. Bczanes co-owns and
operates SRO with his brother Tom. They've
been in business for about five years.
The atmosphere is laid back. you and a few
friends could easily have a good time while eating
one of the best turkey burgers. I' vc ever tasted. I
can sec why the people at WBBM -TV Channel 2
Chicago claimed it to be the best in town .
Although huge on taste . SRO isn't huge on space.
Located at 610 S. Dearborn (3 blocks west on
Harrison St:), it scats about 55 patrons.
The pnccs arc a bit more than you might want
to pay for a burger, particularly if you're true blue
Ch1cago Carry-Out patron. but IllS k's than what
you wou ld expect to pay at a downtown grill. The
average tan per person " about $7. a bonus factor is college students get a I0% discount. So stop
1n for lunch or dinner. They're open from II a.m.
to? p.m. Monday through Fnday and from II :30
a m. to 8 p.m. on Satu rday,.
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For your chance to win a VIRUS promotional prize
pack consisting of a cap and t-shirt, simply stop by
'fl~G ~®GC!!JWJ{!)~~ ~Guf?®[fJ~~GG ®W~~G, Wabash Bldg. with
the answer to the following:

''H•me three movies which st•rred J•mle Lee Curtis. •
Promotional prize packs are available on a
first-come, first-served basis. No purchase necessary.
One promotional prize pack per person.
VIRUS opens at theatres nationwide on January lSI
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Monday

Tuesday
11

Wednesday
12

Groove Band Concert
1 pm, Concert Hall
Vocal juries Pe rfo rma nce
7 pm, Concert Hall (1014 5.
Michigan)

Vocal Performar1ce Ensemble
Concert
4:30pm, Concert Hall
Advanced Keyboard Recital
6:30pm, Concert Hall

S IG

WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM

Thursday

Chamber Jazz Concert
7:30pm, Concert Hall

Comp 3 Recital
I pm, Concert Hall

Songs For The Body
8 pm, Dance Center (4730 N.
Sheridan Rd.)

Sto rytelling Festival
I :30, Ferguson Theatre (Main
Building- 600 5. Michigan)

16

Songwriting Recital
4:30pm, Concert Hall

Youth Jazz Ensemble Concert
2 pm, Concert Hall

Comp 3 Evening Recital
7 pm, Concert Hall

Songs For The Body
8 pm, Dance Center

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR...

OF THE T IMES

1111- !0YEARSAGQ: A ki~ student

.1L1J.; Mary J . Blige, Naomi Judd, V.OO

at a Bronx sd1ool is caught with a loaded

Peterson (Bangles guitarist)

handgun

lLU; Rush Limbaugh, Howard Stern, Rob

!Ill 10 YEARS AGQ: A record blimn1 hits the

Zombie, Kirstie Alley

midwest, lolling over 100 people

.1Ll!; Julia louis-Dreyfus, Patrick Dempsey,

(IJ3 10 YEARS AGQ: 1l1e YMCA files

Nicole Eggert
.1L.L1; Dave Grohl, Jason Bateman, lL Cool J,

a libel sut

against the Village People's "YM(/1{' song

J/14-10 YEARS AGQ· President Carter propos-

Faye Dunaway
J11i; O!ad lowe, lisa lisa, Mario Van

es making Martin Lud1er King Jr.'s birthday a
holiday

Peebles, Martin Luther King Jr.

(IJS- 1S YEARS AGQ· " Happy Days" premieres,

lLJ.2; Kate fv'v:1ss, Josie Davis

beginning an !!-year nm on ABC

lLlZ:

Shabba Ranks, Jim Carrey, Susanna
Hoffs, David Caruso, Muhammad Ali, Maury
Povidt, James Earl Jones, VKial Sassoon,
Eartha Kitt, Rock Hudson

(IJ 6- (sYEARSAGO· Paul and linda

M£Cartney are arrested in Barbados for possession of cannabis
11(7- (0 YEARS AGQ· A gunman opens fire in a

Got a birthday soon or know someone else
at Columbia who does? l.tt us know, heck,
send a picture if you'd like, and we'll add it
to our list.

California sd!oolyard lolling five students and
\Wunding 30

I

15

14

13
Comp 1 B Recital
4 pm, Concert Hall

Friday/Saturday

HISTORY

NICOLE. DERREI<. AND JOSIE ARE SO EXCITED TO HAVE
BIRTHDAYS TinS WEEK AS FOR CHARLES, NICOLE AND
JOSIE SAY THAT DERREK IS MUCtl MORE IN CHARGE. ESPECIALLY WHERE IT COUNTS.

TOP TEN 'IV SHOW
THEMFS
10. Facts of Life
"Suddenly you're finding out the facts of life are
all about you .. ."
9 . Growing Pains
"Show me that smile again ... "
8 . Three 's Company
"Come and knock on our door (come and knock on
our door) ... "
7 . Good Times
MKeeping your head above water .. ."
6 . Golden Girls
"Thank you for being a friend ... "
5 . Charles In Charge
"Char les in charge of our days and our nights ... "
4 . Diff'rent Strokes
"They'll have their s, you'll have yours and I'll
have mine, and together we'll be f ine . .. "
3 . Family Ties
MWhat would we do baby wit~out us ... "
2 . Cheers
"Sometimes you wanna go where everybody knows
your name ... "
1 . Greatest American Hero
MBelieve it or not I'm walking on air . . ."

DAILY PlANNER CORRESPONDENCE
This page is brought to you by Chris Richert and M.hk.¥
Willard. who can be reached at 312-344-7432. They' re almost
always in the Chronicle office, which is in the Wabash building, room 205. Sometimes they're allowed to use the
computers in the office, so you can e-mail them at
AdsChronic@aol.com. They're not sure how to use the fux
machine, but you can fux them at 312-344-8032. Be sure to get
your info to them by 5 p.m. Tuesday for the following week's
paper. Otherwise you might confuse them, and the last thing
we need is another straightjacket episode.
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Monday

Tuesday
18

Jan. 18·24
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Wednesday

Thursday

20

19

Friday/Saturday
21

Cube Concert

22

7:30pm, Concert Hall

ESL Cultural Patterns Poster
Session: What is Culture1
12 pm, Congress Building

room 312

Comp 1C Recital
4 pm, Concert Hall

Cube Concert

Student Choreographic
Workshop and faculty Student
Concert
8 pm, Dance Center

7:30pm, Concert Hall

Southern Stories

23

1123-3120, Museum of

Percussion Ensemble Concert
2 pm, Concert Hall

Contemporary Photography
Student Choreographic
Workshop and faculty Student
Concert
8 pm, Dance Center

CHRIS AND ASHLEY'S GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE
OR, AT LEAST, C OLU MBIA AND SURRO UNDING PLANETS

DAILY PLANNER
TRIVIA
ComP. orJ _you gu_rs. We're even giving you choices

Win n $20 gift certificate to Tower Records 1JJJd get

I WENT 'ill ARr SKOOL
We're goillif to play n newgwne bere at the DP, ll sort of IICitSJlilr
per "illliion of eveqones favorite musical gwnc sh01v, 1\~ww
'I7mt Tim~ I«BX/witb a tnste or Hot Pot.WJ. Got itJ

sca.rw wlnml cropped by Rob Hart. Just send us your

nnswer to tbe following question:

Who won the dart game at the
Chl'onicle. Christmas party?
A. Booze•- and Sheryl
B. Brnno and Ltwrence

C. Chris and Ashley
D. Ben

Entrieo mul'\t IX' J'f!l(•eivcd by Fritl ~ty, J tum u ry 15. lu the e' ·eu t tiULt we I"CCIOi\'e more
tJuw uue t·orrfit·t tWIOWer, u. n wJom druwi ug will take phll:'e. See the · ouil y Plwmer
C'orret>J)tmdeure· box for way~> to en ter.

What song is this lyric fmm?
· "You make me feel so brand new,
And I want to spend my life with yolL.."
Seml11S y our IUISII'er vin email, swlil mail, or present it iJ1 per>VIL 'J7Je fjJSt, JICISOII wiiJI IJ1e £'0171?Ct i UISWer gets to ('OilK' IIJI
will1ne,\'t " 'foeks Jyri<: Movie pllmses ;U'P ;119:J ;Liloll'rxl (',()()D
LUCK, ;uxl do11 t forget to bm lihl'!
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The Thin Red Line delivers an epic performance
Terrance Mallick returns after two decades with one of the best films of the year
By C hris topher La Pelusa
Life/Style Editor

Have you ever wondered what it must have been li ke to walk the battle fi elds of
WWII pondering the thoughts and emotions that would've been racing through you?
Maybe you'd be pining over a love back home or questioning the duality of your actions
and reason for fighting. Would you have gone AWOL. despite the love and trust you
might have for your company? All of these questions and more arc amazing ly depicted
in "The Thin Red Line ...
Based on the novel by James Jones ( a soldier with an Army unit in Guadalcanal).
"The Thin Red Line" is a convincing portrayal of the trials and tribu lations of a g roup
of men in the batt le-weary Charlie Company at the historical battle of Guadalcanal. The
men in Charlie Company must examine their actions during the war and make many li fechanging decis ions that de termi ne their survival. These men are no longer fighting for
their country. They are fighti ng to kcCJ> each other alive.
A long wi th the intensity and almost obscene realism brings comes an all star cast lead
by the very talented director Terrence Mallick who also wrote the screenpl ay. "T he Thin
Red Line" marks Mallick's come back to the director's chair. Terrence has pre viously
made two moti on pictures "f!ad lands" and "Days of Heaven." Among the talented actors

that are seen in this movie is Sean Penn who plays First Sergeant Edward Walsh, a brave
and pessimistic NCO who runs Charlie Company. Adrien Brody plays Corporal Fife, a
scared young man who becomes a courageous and loyal soldier. Ji m Caviel plays
Private Witt, an idealist who goes AWOL. only to later rejoin his trustworthy company.
Ben Chaplin plays Private Bell, a soldier paranoid about his wife back home leaving him
for another man any moment. John Cusack plays Captain John Gaff. the leader of a

courageous and dangerous assault on the devastating Japanese bunkers. Woody
Harrelson plays S/Sergeanl Keck, a war hero. Elias Koteas plays Captain James Staros,
the Commander of Charlie Company who contemplates sending his troops into battle.
Nick Nolte plays Lieutenant Colonel Gordon Tall, the battalion com mander who is o this
all star cast is George Clooney as Captain Charles Bosche, John C. Reilly as Mess
Sergeant Storm. Arie Verveen as Private Dale, Dash Mihok as Private First Class Doll,
John Savage as Sergeant McCom, John Travolta and Jared Leto.
"The
T hin
Red Line" is
more than just
another WW!I
movie about a
Company p laying a key part in
Laking over an
island. It follows
Chari ie
Company from
an unexpected
and ·disturbing ly
easy beach landing to the fate of
the survivors of
one of the bloodies t battles o f
WWII. Director
Terrence Mallick
brings a certain
real ism that is
shockingly wonde rfu I. The close
camera angles ~------------------------------------------------~
and the properly choreographed explosions giveing killed. But you are not left completely without nervous feelings. As the movie grows it digs deeper into these soldier's
lives and their thoughts about one other. their feelings become your own. You are
brought into thei r world and may find yourself asking questions like: What am I fighting for? And you catch youself looking for answers to the great mysteries of life. As
we fol low Charlie Company through their struggles on Guadalcanal we a(so follow their
thoughts and emotions through a very poetic narration This s ubdued tone is a perfect balance to the anguish and yelling during battle.
'The Thin Red Line" shows the audience an accurate portrayal of the devastating war
brought to the peaceful Solomon Islands. Though there was no-on location filming of
the movie producers used landscape pictures to capture the essence and serenity of the
islands. This provides an intriguing contrast in setting. Wich gives the audience further
insight in the brutali ty of war and the surroundings it was fought in .
In all 'The Thin Red Line" was an accurate portrayal of the feelings of men in one of
the fiercest battles of WW!l. Everything from dialogue to effects, the movie brings
James Jones' novel to life. Its artistic camera shots mixed with talented actors, a genius
director and acute realism blended perfectly to make "The Thin Red Line" one of the
year's best films.

''THE fACULTY'' FAILS TO PRODUCE A WINNING GRADE
By Maria Fer rari

They find out the only weapon to defeat the alien species is a drug that acts as a virus
and quickly dries up their bodies. The o nly good part of this movie is the end ..
Among the many problems that exist in this film is the running time. Ninety minutes
Are you looking for a great horror nick? Then do not go see Robert Rodriquez and did not give the plot eno ugh time to develo p and for the price of a movie now. a 90
Kevin Williamson's "The Faculty." Although the movie at times proves to be creative minute movie is a waste of money. J ust as I was final ly getting comfortable in those stawith its unusual plot, it follows the same format as most horror movies: one character dium seats, the movie was over.
defeats the monster and everyAnother problem is the few
one lives happi ly ever aher.
recognizable names in this
movie. Elijah Wood and Usher
Williamson. who wrote the
screenplay for "Scream" and is
Raymond are the two that are
remotely recognizable and
the creator of the WB network 's " Dawson's Creek,"
Raymond doesn ' t even have a
seems 10 remain consistent by
large role. Not only would the
creati ng thi s movie for a
recogni zable names draw it
younger audience. T he whole
may have given the actors and
movie is about the lives o f a
actresses more direction.
group of hi gh school students
Next. the drug that defeats
and the only thing that sets this
the aliens was found too early
in the movie and it was the first
movie a part from other "teenn1ch" i> that this group o f
weapon the students tried to
teenager~ think thei r teachers
use. If the students had tried
other methods and failed. then
arc aliens. The movie takes
place at Herrington High and
the story would have had more
of a thriller for the viewer.
follows two groups of students,
Finall y.
the
director
the student' who arc 111 the cool
group and tho'c who arc not.
(Rod riguez) d id not develop
The pl ot beg in' wi th an
the characters enough. It seems
allen 'pccic' enters the hody of
like he just threw the characters
the foothal l coach IRohert
together to progress the story.
l'atnck) who then hcg1n' to
Also. by focusing on one or
:feet the re't of the " faculty"
two individuals instead of fi ve
at the h1 gh school. A group of
or ten students. more chasing
students IJonJana Brewste r.
and suspense can be ndded to
Clea DuVall, Laura Harris,
the movie. These ure two key
Jo• h Hartnett. Shaw n Hawsy ~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 fnctors in u horror film that you
and Elijah Wood) soon discovers this species has taken over the faculty and has begun cannot gel enough of and they udd to the excitement of the movie.
to take over the student hcdy. The mai n goals of the students is to firs t lind a way to
"The Faculty" is current ly playing at many theaters since its opening in December.
kill the aliens and find the queen in order to break everyone infected from their hypnotic However, if you still plan to sec this movie. alii can suggest is to keep an open mind or
spell.
wail until the movie comes out on video.
Staff Writer
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on the crowd and spastic crowd dives riled
the c rowd up to the point of house combustion.
&
Mid set Method and Redman stnppcd
Benamin Trecroci
down to their grubby t-sh1rts w1 th towels
Exenaive EdiiOr
adorned on the ir heads m a drunken
smoked up stupor. Both of em· grabbing
Method Man & Redman rocked the house last Wednesday. House
people from the crowd only to be pulled ofT
of Blues that is. It all started with a oversold show. too many cats
soon later by security guards or m one ca'c
unde r one roof. Due to scheduling confusion al l the twenty one-n-up
a boot to the ass by Redman.
crews came Wednesday night avoiding the all ages kiddie show on
The show didn't quue end on a normal
Tuesday ni ght. A lineup that was to kick off at 9 p.m actually began
note. Even after the c urta1n was pulled
at around II p.m or so add ing to the anxiousness of the swell ing
Ke ll y G threw on some dustics as Meth and
crowd.
Redman danced around cabbage patch
DJ Ke lly G from WGCI warmed up the crowd with a med ley of
style. As lit as they were the re is a possibilold school and new school hip hop tracks. The crowd was, at its peak
ity that some fingers were broken as Mcth
when he laid DMX 's Ro ugh Rider Anthem on the tables. The spliffs
attempted to show some love up in the club
got lit when sounds of Method and Redman mumbled behind the curby s mack ing hands with cats m the crowd.
tain. Supposedly. Damon Williams or something kicked in a comedy
Throwing up two fingers together to rcprcskit prior to the headliners but we wouldn't know anything about that
sent the love a nd peace between the s1stas
because we didn' t quite make it to the show on time due to our thug
and the brothers. "Arc you my brother's
friend who incompetently mi sunderstood where our meeting point
keeper? Yes I am ."
was . Bra ins? We don'tthink so.
A collaboratio n albu m on Dcf Jam
Back to the show. the crowd already half drunk and stoned finalRecords shou ld be released this year alo ng
with their numerous side projects with the
ly ha d their first s ight of the two. decked out in Eskimo gear strapped
with a bottle of He nnessy in one hand and a mic in the other ready
mother groups Wu-Tang C lan and Def
for an audio assault. The set kicked o ff with a mix of Method and
Squad . As of now Method's work roster
Redman rhymes bouncing back and forth. The play list brutally tackhas included working with Mary J. Blige
led hits such as the collaboration tracks between the Ticallian
winning a Grammy for their single ''You're
Stallion and Redmans' Whateva Man & How High, to the indi viduAll I Need". Foxy Brown. Sean " Pu ffy"
a lly produced tracks Bring the Pain. Be lls of War, M- E-T-H-0-D
Combs. the Notorious B.I.G., as well as the
Man, and I' ll be dat. Highli ghting songs off of their new albums, L.----- - -- - -- - - - - - -------' Wu-Tang c rew. His on screen perforMethod Man 's Tical:2000 Judgement Day and Redman's Doc's Da
mances range from appearances in the
Name.
G reat White Hype, Copland, 187, Eryka Badu 's Next Life time video. and recentl y starThe noor bounced as the crowd lost the ir shit during Judgement Day, a performance ring in Hype Wi ll iams ne w release, Be lly. Redma n has worked with EPMD. Def Squad.
packed with some serious lighting affects and rhymes. Floor boards crackin' and and the Wu c rew.
c reak in' we were just waiting for the place to cave in. Spotlights of Hennessy splashed
Vitality Editor

Internship
Opportunity
Internship available at Tantrum Reords.
Intern will handle touring, promotions, booking, & distribution. Located on the North
side. Hours can be worked out according to
your schedule ... we are nice and flexible.
Bands include: The Drovers, Front Of Truck,
Chamberlain, The Lash, Mount Pilot, Emil
Muzz, The Muck Brothers, & Bob Wiseman.
Contact: Matt Suhar #773-878- 11 77
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Claire's dreams are not her own! Her nightmares are linked to
those of a madman. Step into Claire's mind and live her nightmare.
Visit The Columbia Chronicle Office, 623 S. Wabash, Room #205, this Monday
through Thursday to recieve a free pass (admit two) to an advance screening of
the psychological thriller, "IN DREAMS,"
on Thursday, January 14 at Webster Place Theatre, 1474 W. Webster.
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis.
While supplies last. No purchase
necessary and employees of participating partners are ineligible.
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To attend the Senior/Alumni Career Conference, clip out this form, complete
it, and return it to:
Career PlanninK & Plaument
623 S. Wabull, Suite 300
by JanlUII)' 22. Cost is $5.00, check preferred. Make checks payable to
Col~bia Coll~ge.
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By Rachael L Silvers
Staff Writer

Wh1lc the NBA is on a fo rced hiatus. another Chicago
Bulls team has taken to the courts and nothing is stopping
these guys from competing . Ten men in red and black jerseys rolled onto the courts of the Weber Leisure Center in
Skokie at the Wirtz Basketball Tournament December 1213. Their wann-up began wit h various s hooting and passmg drills. Hands passed between basketballs and rotating
wheels as the ational Wheelchair Association Basketball
team prepared to take on the Rehabilitation Institute of
Cl11cago ·s Hornets.
About half the players on the Bulls got their start in
wheelchair basketball as college students at the University
of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. Since the 1950 's, UIUC
has offered a wheelchair athletic program. and was the first
college to do so.. Bulls players range in age from their late
teens to late forties. Many of these guys have played
together for years. on this team or various others . This
particular Bulls team has been together for twelve years.
Bulls players hai l from various suburbs such as Country
Club Hills. Waucanda. Elmhurst. Elk Grove Village, and
Montgomery. The Bulls even have a player who lives in
Walworth. WI. Making it to practice is quite a trip for
some players. "Some guys have to travel 60 miles j ust to
practice. that's dedication." said Head Coach Dan Stanger.
The Chicago Bulls practice once a week in Addison at
the Northeast DuPage Special Recreation Association. A
typical practice lasts two hours and is the same as any
able-bodied sports practice. The Bulls begin with stretches
and warm-ups. They practice lay-ups. three-on-two drills.
shooting drills. free throws and then they scrimmage.
Extra wheels lying on the sidelines are a common si te.
Players prepare for the inevitable. Sometimes they
blowout a tire and it's easier to just put on a new wheel
than patch a nat. In other instances. a collision may render
a spoke damaged and irreparable.
In tht the RIC Hornets. Up until the half. the Bulls had
the lead . Unfortunately they couldn't hold it and ended up
losing. The RIC Hornet's were a more rough and tumble
team.
"When a spectator watches wheelchair basketball for the
first time . they are surprised by the competitiveness and
physicalness of the sport." said Stanger. "This isn't recreational. there 's a lot of energy and it's very intense."
The Wirtz Basketball Tournament is in its ninth consecutive year. Pre viously held at the recreation gym on the
Northwester University Campus. this year it was held at
the Weber Leisure Center of the Skokie Park District. Jeff
Jones. Director of Health and Fitness at the Rehabilitation
Ins titute of Chicago was quite impressed with the change
of venue . ''Th1 s is a tremendous facility," remarked Jones
after the last game.

l ~vt:n
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All the practice has paid off for the Bull, they work the lane as the Chariots try to block the hole.
Photos by Rob HarUCbronicle

on the court in his wheelchair.

The Uulls strong defence cou ldn't always stop the
Chariots from a fast brenk.
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Need a job?
The Chronicle is lookinq for an
.Assistant Photo(ll'aphv Editor
for the sprinq semester.

To qualiti;. vou must be in qood academic
and disciplinarv standinq with the colleqe.
Xnowledqe of .Adobe Photoshop and
QuarkXpress are a plus.
Vou must also be flexible enouqh to work
durinq the week (especiallv on Tuesdav
afternoons and on fiidavsJ.
lf vou are Interested In the job. please contact :XOb }{art
@

31l-344-7732. or B!llv OXeefe@ 31l·344-7343 to set
up an lntervleru. You must brlnq a resume and
samples ofvour work to vour lntervleru.

CJOMING SOON
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Aries (March 21-Apri/19). Be careful. You could get into one
of those arguments Monday that's impossible to win. There's
no point in butting heads w1th somebody who's not going to
change his or her mind. Watch out for problems from a secretive type on Tuesday, and find out the 1nside scoop on
Wednesday. Thursday looks pretty good for travel, but you
might decide to work from Fnday through Sunday. You could
acfvance your career if you put m a little overtime then.

Taurus (Apri/20-May 20). Although your mind is far away, it
looks like your body 1s stuck at home Monday. That could
cause complications and even accidents, so you'd better be
careful. Tuesday looks good for shopping with your partner.
You could find a good deal on something for your home.
Discuss a bigger purchase on Wednesday, but don't make up
your mind unm Thursday. You may find more money by then.
You're in the mood to travel Friday, but work keeps you stuck
longer than you'd hoped. You should be able to break away
by Saturday. Don't spread gossip on Sunday. Just leave it
where you lind it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 21). You're caught in a bit of a
squeeze on Monday. You're supposed to do something, but
you can't. You don't have enough money quite yet. You hate to
rer.ege on your agreement, but that might be necessary. You're
still under pressure on Tuesday, so pretty much do as you're
told. Arguing is pointless. Wednesday and Thursday you're in a
muc~ stronger position. You'll be creative, and surprising
developments are in your favor. You can get what you need on
Friday, although you will have to work for 11. Put a down
payment on a dream Saturday, and learn how to drive it on
Sunday.

HorosGopes

Gemini (May 21-June 21) Be able to get most of your work
done on Monday and Tuesday. Might as well make that your
intention, because it looks like you could get a great opportunity to advance in your career very soon. Schedule dates and
even meetings with associates for Wednesday through
Thursday. lt'n be easier to reach a compromise then. Focus on
getting the money Friday and Saturday. Buying and selling are
oath good on those days. Sunday is best for travel.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). You'll have the most fun Monday
if there's a team to back you up. Between the batch of you,
you're quite liable to generate the money you need, too. Your
group may push you lo success on Tuesday, but be prepared
to stand on your own Wednesday and Thursday. You'll need to
be agile ... things will be changing fast. By Friday you'll have
the game figured out, and you're a sure bet to win on
Saturday. E"ase up on Sunday, or you could do yourself some
damage.

Cancer (June 22-Ju/y 22). Monday looks pretty good for love
and romance. You could end up making a big commitment,
even if you thought xou weren't quite ready yet. Don't make
promises if you don t intend to keep them. Make up your mind
concerning romance on Tuesday, so you can get to work.
Wednesday and Thursday, you'n be too busy to even go out
for lunch, most likely. Friday and Saturday are a little b1t
different. Your partner could insist on your company so you
might as well comply. Sunday, you can really get serious, as
you start discussion your next oig purchase together.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Ever have the feeling you're
smashing your head against a brick wall? Well, you might feel
like that on Monday. Tfle resistance gets weaker on Tuesday,
and by Wednesday and Thursday you should have the supJ)Orl you want. Friends will come up with more good ideas too.
On Friday the rubber hits the road, as you have to produce
the results. Just follow your plan, it should work fine. The
same goes for Saturday. Sunday's more c the prize.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You should be in a pretty practical
frame of mind on Monday. You need to be working hard, saving your money and planning what you're going to build next.
You may feel like hid1ng out Tuesday, but you'lr get more
sociable by Wednesday and Thursday. Those are good days
for S!)orting events, either as a plarer or a spectator. Friday
and Saturday are work days. You'l be able to really crank
then. Sunday is best for discussing significant issues with a
person who cares more about them tf\an you do. Don't bother
trying to argue. Just listen and learn.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Others may find you uncharacteristically quiet Monday. It's not that you're blue. You're studying
something that's been put in front of you. It's a difficult job,
even for you, and that's saying something. There's something
about your home that needs fixing. If you concentrate on the
job Tuesday, you'll have the solution figured out by
Wednesday, and you can have the whole matter resolved by
Thursday. That means you could entertain on Friday and
Saturday, definitely a goal worth going for.
Relax and fuss over loved ones on Sunday.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). You could be in for a surprise on
Monday, but don't worry. It looks like everything turns out fine.
Make contact with a distant person you've been thinking about
on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday you'll be too busy taking orders and trying to figure out how to do a complicated
assignment. Friday and Saturday are good for team sports and
group activities of all kinds. Sunday looks excellent for finishing
wornsome paperwork.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...

Born Jan. 11: A team project brings out your natural talent this year. You help
them get organized.
Jan. 12: You could really shake up the status quo this year, from the inside out.

Libra {Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Monday is a pretty good day to go
shopp1ng for something you need for you home. Before you
spend an your monme money in. Gather more treasures
Tuesday, because by Wednesday your mind will be off on
other th1ngs. Have a bad habit you want to kick? Wednesday
and Thursday are your best days for transformation. Your life
could get kind of complicated Friday and Saturday. Company
1s commg to your house, so you want to go somewhere else.
Maybe you can all go together on Sunday.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You're awesome Monday. You're
strong, powerful, magnetic, charismatic, all that stuff that you
always wanted to be. You're doing it right now, and nobody
can avoid it. Your powers are starting to wane slightly on
Tuesday, so move quickly while you nave the advantage. Find
ways to get the money on Wednesday and Thursday from an
unlikely source. Study up on Friday and Saturday to maximize
a ca reer opportunity. Whatever you don't already know, you
can loarn. Gather the support of your family over the week
end, Sunday especially.

Jan. 13: This is a great year to give up bad habits. You're in the mood for transformation.
Jan. 14: Your secrets could be revealed this year, but that's O.K. They'll be
revealed to you first, so you'll have time to put things
right.
Jan. 15: Your shrewd this year, and inventive. You can figure out what needs to
be done to achieve success. Then, just follow your
plan right to it.
Jan. 16: You hold all the aces this year. Play them carefully, to maximize your
benefits.
Jan. 17: You have a few problems to solve this year, but you're smart and you
can do it. You can also make a nice increase to your
income, if you play your cards right.
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Theater credits include :
LADY DAY AT EMERSON'S
BAR AND GRILL (Jazz and Java)
THE HORN (Steppenwolf)
WINNERS/LOSERS (ETA)
COMFORT STEW (ETA)
THE STEPPER'S BALL (ETA)
Television Credits:
OPRAH WINFREY' S "RUN ON"

/l

musical Tribute in Hono

oF Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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INCOME FOR ' 99
Eam $500 · $ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details- RUS H $ 1.00 with SASE
to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., Dept. N
Colorado Spring, CO 809/ 8
TYPES WRJTES EDITS papers. resumes,
di ssertations. applications, proposals.
scripts, books 773-538 -3934
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SPORTSWATCH
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NWO:Deja vu all over again!
By Be nja min Trecroci
Executive Edito r

Champoon. and the ongonal members of the NWO Hogan. Hall and Nash were back together. As the
reunion contonued on the ring. Bill Goldberg was back at
the arena after Miss Ehzabeth said she moght have nus-

\le\\. " \'alentme's Day Massacre ...
~-lean whole m the \VWF. " Monday No ght R:l\\ ..
ku:kcd off with antcrun l.'ommassaonrr Shawn Marhacb

rcumtmg wath D-Gcncratlon X. wh ile attempting to
In o ne o f the crazoe st noght; ever on wrestling. both the
WCW and WWF c rowned new world champions
show up Virll'C' Ml.':Mahon. Mt ch acl ~ saad
and the o ngonal NWO reun ned!
he had a "Stone Cold Sutl'nsc" for Vonc·c
On WC W "Monday ight Notro". Ke vi n Nash
Mc Mahon .
was scheduled to defend hos WC W Wo rld
Later an the show. M ~utkllld a . " ~~ !\ l!l'\,
Foley. demanded a rcm:otdt for the World
Champoonshop agaonst Boll Goldberg on a rematch
from Dec. 27. In the ir earloer match. Nash
Heavy" c oght Champoonshop "nh " The•
defeated Goldberg wnh the help of Nash's former
Rock" Rocky Mal voa. i\t the Survi">r
tag-team panner. Scott Hall. who stunned
Series m November. V111rc McMahon
Goldberg wo th a cattle prod. stoppong Goldberg's
orchestrated a consporac·y to ~eepthc• lltk
out of the hands o f M:onkond and all but
173-match wonno ng ; treak.
handed the title over to "The Rock."
Halfway onto the show last Monday. Goldberg
was spotted on the corndo r of Georgoa Dome
In the tina! match of the noght. Man~tnd
beong arrested o n aggravated stalkong c harges of
came to the nng accompanoed by DX .
Miss Elizabe th. the forme r manger of "The
while "The Rock" was flanked hy the corMacho Man" Randy Savage. Kevin Nash susporate team . T he mah:h w;1s a nodosqualtlic:noon bout. so theor would be tto
pected that o nly one man could be behi nd all the
chicanery: "Hollywood" Hulk Hogan.
doubt about outside mterfcre ttce. As the
Hogan. who had ·ret ired' on Thanksgiving to
match spilled o nto the lloor and nearly ttllo
the stands. the intuition of Mankind ~o rnm g
concentrate more time into running for president
Bill Goldberg after his beating a t the hands of th e re vamped NWO,
out on top was bc~omi ng clearer as the match
of the United S tates. was set to return this night
putting an end to his unbeaten record.
to say thanks tO his fans but he had other plans
wore on.
fo r this night.
After nearly fi fteen minutes of combat. suddenly the
Kevin Nash de mande d to interim commissioner Ric
taken him for someone else.
e ntrance theme for "Stone Cold" Steve Austin echoed
Flair that he would wrestle Hogan that night for the
Goldberg returned to the arena and rushed to the ring
WCW World Champion ship. As Nash made his slow
kicking and punching his way though everybody when
throughout the arena. business was about to pick u p'
walk down to the ring. he was surpris ingly esconed
Lex Luger rushed the ring and appeared to be helping
Austin rushed the nng. grabbed a chair and smashed The
Rock square in the head dropping httn to the mat.
down by hos former pan ncr Scott Hall. wearing an
out Goldberg. but instead attacked Goldberg. The new
WO Wolfpac k shin .
revamped ' WO now cons ists of Hulk Hogan. Kevin
Mankind c rawled his way on top of The Rock. 1-2-3 1
Nash. Scott Hall. Lex Luger. Scott Steiner and Marcus
Once the matc h finally began. Hogan and Nash were
New WWF World Heavyweight Champton. Manktnd !
"Buff' Bagwell.
Besides crowr11ng new world champion!<.. eac h show
measuring each o ther up. and c ircling the ring not makFor the WCW. this was a very aggressive move in an
was jam-packed with action and subplots. For the liN
ing any contact. Finally. a sh pushed Hogan into the
corner and o nce Hogan came o ut of the comer. he simtime in nearly a year. both Raw and itro were equally
attempt to gain more viewers away from the WWF.
Al so. this could be a move to gain more attention
e nte rtaining. Ho pefully this is only the heginnong to
pl y laid one fin ger o n ash which sent him sprawling to
Nitro's revival.
because of an upcoming show on Feb. 14 on BC.
the canva.. Hogan quickly went for the cover. 1-2-3! It
was all a setup. Hogan was the new WCW World
which coinc ides with the WWF's pay-per-

AFond Farewell To Football's Greatest Voice
Uy .Jeff Miller

But the gift that turned Jac kson into
oatmeal was the ovation from II 0.000
fans at Michigan. At the same time on the
Two words. That's what he left us. The
field. the Wolve rines band scripted
final score. best wi shes and two words.
"TH A KS KEITH ." UCLA's band al so
"Good night."
spel led out Jackson's name during its
College football woke up" ith lary ngitis
Rose Bowl pregame show.
th os morning because the game lost
" I never realized ..." he saod. talking
its voice Monday mght. Keith Jackson
about all the people he impacted. " I
sogncd otT o n a career that began 4 7
don't think ahout that stuff. I just go out
years and thousands of memories ago.
and do the ball game and go
And he did so w ith
ho me."
did~·i: ~en hiffi~
two simple word!\.
In hi s last effort.
"Good no ght."
Jackson was as
1 self and wasn'l ntarkeced
ABC's telecast of
sharp and creative
· because chose things were as the two teams·
Tennessee\ 23-16
Fiesta Bowl victo ry
o ffe nses were dull.
unnecessary. His scacus
over Flonda State
He said one of the
,
was
genuine,
jusc
like
his
was the last for
Semi noles was carJackson. Now he
performances."
j ryong the ball like
head o f c abret orcs to go! f and f"h- Jeff Miller j "a
bage."
mg and ~pcaktn g
When the
to an audtcn~e mm:h
Volunteers started a drt\'C at thc1r own I:!smaller. A nd mon.·lo\ lllg. I f that':-. C\Cn
yard line. he called 11 "be-careful counpossihk.
try... He captured the mood early by
Penn Swte coadt Joe Paterno <atd t1 woll
anno uncmg. " Everybody's palms are wet.
be strange next season when
including mine."
there's a bog game and Jac kson osn't
Jackson always was a constant in a
des~ribing tl. Fonner Mrchi gan ~.:oach
game and a business that have changed so
Bo Schembechlcr >at d Jackson "ts th is
much. When FSU coach Bobby Bowden
game ... Panna Boh Gnese saod. "Tho s
stepped off the plane on Phoenix last
is like when Walter Cronkite retired."
week. he immediately was handed a bag
During his goodbye s~as on. Jackson
of Tostitos. Pan of ABC's pregame
received autogr>phed helmets. rocking
how featured Flonda State quarte rback
c hairs. varsu y blankets. golf clubs. a gold
:vlarcus Outzen posmg with a rooster.
watch. a cow bell and an enrollment to
Jackson on Mo nday proudly presented
cookmg school. He even was goven a
the " Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Thirdpenalty flag and a whtstle .
Knighr-l?idder Ne1Vspapers

Quarter Stats." He also was never more
than himself. There is no All -Jac kson
team or www.fuuuuumble web site or
call-i n radio show. Even hi s signature
phrase -"Whoa. Nellie"- apparently was
started by Roy Firestone. who docs an
impersonation of Jackson as pan of a

,.;;fh"iS" i:U:Y

ings of Keith J ackson , a legend that
who made every game he announced a
"classic."
stand-up routine.
This guy didn't sell himself and wasn' t
marketed because those things were
unnecessary. Hi s status was genuine. JUSt
like his performances. A fe w other notables from Monday: Instead of c alling 11 a
pooch-punt. he said. " This one he wants
up the silo."
Instead of sayi ng you should avoid coverage. he said, "You don't want to throw
it in the middle of a platoon."

Instead of call ing a lineman outstanding.
he said. " He's a thumper of a
blocker."
The teams themselves dodn't ex actly
present J ackson with a poltshcd cx11.
The firs t half was a giant q ui vcn ng nerve.
featuring more fal se starts than Mel Ttll i,.
Flonda State was aggrcs" ve to the po1111
of self-destruc tion.
The Seminoles ro ughed the punter and
the kicker and. if given the chance. prohably would have piled on l'htllip Fulmer.
Ncar the end. Jac kson even admiucd the
game had "every thing but heatoty...
But it was fitting for his fonal tc leca"
to include Bowden. pcrhap' the face ol
college football. These guy> both talk Joke
their tongues arc Southcrn-fn cd . Bowden
can dad-gum and am ' t ho s way through
any conver;ation. You call them gadget
plays: Bowden calls the m "barn yard
plays."
And now. one of them return\ whole the
o ther moves on . lcavong college loothall
wtth a hole that aches. not unlike an
empty stomach.
So. how do you bod farewel l to a leg·
end'' How d o you say so lo ng to greatness' What words do you usc when ' aying goodbye to a man paod for hi;
words?
Who knows the first two answe r~? A~

fo r the last one. well. we'll usc hi;.
"Good night."
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The NBA is backfor better or
worse •••

In Denver it's been
Elway all the way
By E ugene Spivak
Staff Writer

the game. He is one of only three quarterbacks in
the history of the league to have thrown for more
[By Marcus J enkins
than 300 touchdowns. He and Marino are the only
:Senior Correspondent
One of the huge debates that has had football
two quarterbacks to have ever thrown for over
experts at each other's throats over the years has
50,000 yards. The final stat is probably Elway's
been who is the greatest quarterback of all ti me?
biggest claim to fame. Over the course of his 16'Hey NBA basketball fans' Yeah I'm talking to you. Both of you.
: 01' David Stem and Billy Hunter linally picked up the season with · First and foremost, the main criteria that all quaryear career, Elway
: a 52-game schedule. Excited' Me nei ther. But we 'II all eventually be
terbacks are measured by is
has engineered 40
)fans again. More on that later.
if they won a Super Bowl. If
game-winning drij First. a few things do pique my curiosi ty. Like who is going to show
they did, how many total did
ves in the 4th quar;up in a Bulls uniform when they resume play Feb. 2. The Bulls head .
they win?
ter or overtime.
dnto "training camp" with a roster only good enough for that 3-on-3:
The
next
determining
This stat more than
' "Shootthe Bu ll " toumcy the Bulls sponsor every summer.
·
: Signed players include Toni Kukoc. Ron Harper. Randy Brown and ' factor of a quarterback 's
any is the sign of
)Keith Booth.
. worth is the one that sepahis quarterbacking
j Less players than championships. Scary thought. But add one more
rates the good field general ,
genius .
)certain special player. and this quintet could go far in the playoffs -- · from the great one. In the
For 14 weeks of
iat least beat the Cleveland Cavaliers.
face of adversity. when the
the 1998 season, the
i Now teams have to wait until Jan. 18 when the NBA labor contract
game is on the line. can he
Broncos thrilled us
[is completed to begin signing 200-plus avai lable players in a free
by teasing all foot[agent "free-for-all".
.
, lead his team down the field
to
victory
when
it
counts
the
j I know you two fans are chomping at the bit with the "what-lfs." Asi
ball fans with the
'in. "What if the Bulls can resign Michael Jordan. Scottie Pippen.
most? The final component
possibility of an
!Dennis Rodman and add other free agents Rik Smits. Charles
to judge a quarterback by is
undefeated season.
'Barkley. Jayson Williams and. I don't know. Cherokee Parks for
pure s tatistics: touchdown
When that dream
Haughs 0 "
passes vs. interceptions.
died in New York,
jWorld beaters. yes. Reality. no.
the Broncos turned
j While the Bulls could re-up with MJ. Pip and Rodman. the otheri quarterback rating and yards.
their attention back
:four. and any other high-quality players could not be signed.
i By far. these are the prettiest
and least important of the
i The salary cap takes care of that. And speaking of money. there are!
to the more imme:new hm1ts set as to how much players can make.
elements mentioned above.
diate task -- a secj •
Players with 10 years experience can make a maximum of $141
In modem day pro footond consecutive
)million per season.
ball the one man that fulfills
championship. The
j • Those with 7-9 years are capped at $ 11 million a year.
all these criteria is Denver
Beh ind the ann of John Elway, the Broncos
following week the
[ • Remaining players with 1-6 years in the league can make up to
quarterback, John Elway.
remained at the top of football's elite teams.
Broncos were beati$9 million .
Five years after he retires.
L-------------------------~ en in Miami in a
:
Also. the "Larry Bird rule" has been altered. Returning free
!agents can make only 12 percent more than they made the previous
the forme r Stanford star is a lock to be a ftrst balcolossal Monday Nighi.Showdown. After this
)year, if they sign with the same team.
lot Hall of Fame inductee. Last year's improbable
stunning defeat most experts thought that Bill
j All this makes for one interesting season, to say the least.
victory in the Super Bowl was the crowning jewel
Parcells' Jets would be team to supplant the
j That would all be moot from the Bulls· standpoint if Jordan doesin Elway's illustrious career. However, aside from
Broncos as the powerhouse of the AFC .
1n't come back. Although it's a split decision as to whether he' ll be
the victory in the Super Bowl, Elway's accomHowever, before writing off the Broncos and
iback; the lure of a shortened season and a coach of his choice might
plishments are long and impressive and can meaanointing the Jets as favorites some very important
lentice him back for a shot at "Seventh Heaven."
sure up against any quarterback in the history of
) Jordan back into the fold would almost assure that Pippen and
facts should be considered. First. even though
the game.
!Rodman would be back for one more round.
Jets Quarterback, Vmny Testaverde, has had a
1 And the bandwagon would be rolling again.
For the fi rst 15 years of his career, Elway had
career year, his playoff experience is very limited
i Most fans consider themselves alienated from the NBA due to the been widely criticized as being the best quarterHis career playoff record is only 1-1. Second. as
;lockout, which began last July.
in the league who could get you to the big
all the ftrst round playoff games showed, the .team
1 Will the NBA suffer the same kind of fan-abandonment that base-'1 back
game but never win it. Unfortunately, Elway's
that ran the ball with more success won every
[ball endured in 1995° Probably to some extent.
lack of Super Bowl success was not always sole ly
game. With 2000-yard running back, Terrell Davis
j Remember that charity pick-up game featuring NBA stars that went
ito "benefit" the league's poorer players' Thousands of the tickets, his fault. It is always understood in the world of
handling the ball for the Broncos. Denver still has
!remained unsold, and a chunk of the others were given away.
i pro football the onl y way to win in the playoffs is the strongest running game of all the teams
:
Fans are fickle -- they may not forget, but they do forgive .; to have an extremely balanced offense. Which
remaining in the playoffs.
:Baseball's pulse is racing at the moment, so there is hope for the; means having a strong running game to help out
If the Broncos can make it a second straight
;hoopsters.
,
championship this year, Elway 's legend will grow
j Locally, interest in the Bulls will be soaring by May if. and only if,i . Elway. Until the recent emergence of Terrell
even more. He will join the company of Hall of
1the Title Triangle of Jordan. Rodman and Pippen is back.
i Davis, the Broncos never had that dominant back
j So a few months, a few years, a few decades from now. if youl to compliment Elway.
Famers' Terry Bradshaw, Bob Griese, Troy
jremember nothing else. remember how smug. how eli tist, how id iotFor all his previous Super Bowl failures,
Aikman, Bart Starr and Joe Mo ntana as being the
He Patrick Ewing and Alonzo "race-card" Mouming treated us during Elway has been outstanding in the AFC
only quarterbacks to ever win two consecutive
1the lockout.
Championship game. In five AFC title games
Super Bowls. Pretty good company for a guy who
[ Remember your first reaction when you heard the NBA was back
Elway has compiled a solid 4-l record. Lets face
used to be considered the Chicago Cubs of pro
jin business.
it, this is a very impressive record considering who football.
· Remember the Bulls after Jordan.
his running backs have been over the years:
If the question is ever raised. who are the
The feeling is preny low.
Sammy Winder, Bobby Humphrey, and Greg Bell.
Just like fan tumout should be.
greatest quarterbacks of all time. John Elway 's
None of these men will ever ev.oke any memories
name must be thrown in the discussion. His
of Walter Payton. In the NFL, there is only so far
unique combination of a rifle arm and extreme
you can go in the playoffs without a bruising runescape ability mixed with great poise in the face of
ning game before your team gets exploited. The
ultimate adversity will live in the mind of footbal l
problem for Elway was that his team was always
fans forever.
getting whipped on the biggest stage in sports.
With all due respect to Dan Marino, Elway 's
stats can rival any quarterback that has ever played
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